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Abstract

Two SAS macro programs are presented that evaluate the relative importance of prognostic factors in the

proportional hazards regression model and in the logistic regression model. The importance of a prognostic factor is

quantified by the proportion of variation in the outcome attributable to this factor. For proportional hazards

regression, the program %RELIMPCR uses the recently proposed measure V to calculate the proportion of explained

variation (PEV). For the logistic model, the R2 measure based on squared raw residuals is used by the program

%RELIMPLR. Both programs are able to compute marginal and partial PEV, to compare PEVs of factors, of groups of

factors, and even to compare PEVs of different models. The programs use a bootstrap resampling scheme to test

differences of the PEVs of different factors. Confidence limits for P -values are provided. The programs further allow to

base the computation of PEV on models with shrinked or bias-corrected parameter estimates. The SAS macros are

freely available at www.akh-wien.ac.at/imc/biometrie/relimp.
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1. Introduction

Statistical analysis of a prognostic factor study

should involve the estimation of marginal and

partial effects. Results of such an analysis are

suitably presented in a table containing estimated

effects, confidence limits and P -values. These

standard requirements of a proper statistical

analysis have been suggested by Armitage and

Gehan [1] and Gehan and Walker [2].

Schemper [3] pointed out that apart from

reporting marginal and partial effects estimates,

it can be necessary to comment on the relative

importance of factors in a model by computing the

proportion of total variation in the outcome

variable that can be explained by each factor.

The concept of relative importance allows a

descriptive ranking of prognostic factors accord-

ing to their statistically determined importance.

Using bootstrap techniques [3] it is also possible to

compare the importance of different prognostic

factors statistically.
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This paper presents the SAS [4] macro programs
%RELIMPCR and %RELIMPLR that can perform

these calculations for Cox and logistic regression,

respectively, and are available via world wide web

(Section 3.1). In Section 2 we describe the mea-

sures, methods and algorithms implemented in our

macros. Section 3 gives detailed information about

availability and user-definable macro options.

Section 4 shows the application of our programs
by means of examples and is followed by further

and concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Methods

2.1. Importance of prognostic factors

A well-interpretable measure to quantify the
importance of prognostic factors is the proportion

of explained variation (PEV), i.e. the amount of

variation of the outcome variable that is attribu-

table to one or more prognostic factors, relative to

the total variation of the outcome variable. While

in linear models R2 is a very popular measure of

explained variation, various suggestions have been

made for Cox regression (see [5�/7] and others,
reviewed in [8]), the most recent proposal being the

measure V by Schemper and Henderson [9]. In a

review of available measures of explained varia-

tion for logistic regression, Mittlböck and Schem-

per [10] recommend to use the R2 measure based

on squared raw residuals. From now on both

measures will be denoted by R2.

In order to define the different concepts of
explained variation implemented by our programs,

let us consider the following sets: let S denote the

standard set of S prognostic factors considered,

and let I denote a subset of S. Often, but not

necessarily, the set I will contain only one prog-

nostic factor. Finally, let C denote a candidate

factor which is not contained in the standard set S.

Partial analysis of a candidate factor C is adjusted
for all factors in the standard set S but not for any

other candidate factor C?.
We now define marginal and partial PEV by R2

I

and R2
Ij{S\I}, respectively, where R2

I denotes the

PEV due to a model for the factor set I and R2
Ij{S\I}

is obtained by R2
S�/R2

S\I. Thus, partial explained

variation measures the decline in explained varia-

tion when removing the prognostic factor set I

from a model containing the standard set S.

Similarly, partial explained variation for a candi-

date factor C is defined by R2
CjS.

An analysis of relative importance of prognostic

factors will comprise comparisons of PEV between

different (groups of) factors, descriptively and by

means of tests.

2.2. Analysis of relative importance

A descriptive comparison of the importance of

prognostic factors, i.e. their relative importance, is

accomplished by a table containing marginal (R̂2
I )

and partial (R̂2
IfS\Ig) PEVs for each prognostic

factor or group of prognostic factors. Addition-

ally, differences in marginal or partial PEV

between disjunct factor sets I and I? could be

tested statistically, dividing D̂II?�R̂2
I �

R̂2
I? or D̂II?�R̂2

S\I�R̂2
S\I?; respectively, by their

standard errors, and comparing these ratios to the

standard normal distribution. This statistical test

procedure relies on the normality of the test

statistic, which can be improved by transforming

the R2 values into M�arcsin
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2

p
; and redefining

DII?�MI�MI?: From our experience, the angular

transformation arcsin
ffi
�

p
better achieves approx-

imate normality than the occasionally considered

log[�log(�)] transform.

More formally, we compare the importance of

two prognostic factors (or groups of prognostic

factors) by the difference DII?�MI�MI?; and test

the null hypothesis H0 : DII?�MI�MI?�0: Cor-

responding sample estimates are D̂II0 �M̂ I�M̂ I0 ;

where M̂ I�arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
R̂2

I

q
is employed for a mar-

ginal, and M̂I�arcsin
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R̂2

S\I

q
for a partial analy-

sis. Similarly, the partial importance of candidate

factors C and C? is compared by DCC0 �MC�MC0

and a statistical test of the null hypothesis H0 :

DCC0 �0 is available. Again, corresponding sample

estimates are D̂CC0 �M̂C�M̂C?; where

M̂C�arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R̂2

C@S

q
:/
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As sample estimates for the required standard
errors ŝII? and ŝCC? are not available Schemper [3]

suggested to employ the paired bootstrap (resam-

pling of B samples from the original study sample)

[11], p. 291. To increase efficiency, the bootstrap in

our programs is operating in a balanced mode (see

[11], p. 211).

Two-sided P -values for a true difference in

importance of (groups of) factors I and I? are
obtained from

P̂II?�2[1�F(½D̂II?½=ŝII?)] (1)

where F(�) denotes the standard normal distribu-

tion function. The bootstrap introduces an addi-

tional element of variability into these P -values,

which could be removed by an infinite number for
the B resamples. In agreement with the style of

presentation of Monte Carlo P -values in StatXact

[12] we prefer to evaluate this variability by 99%

confidence limits for each of the P -values for the

tests of differences in R2. If such a confidence

interval for the P -value is considered unsuitably

large the program can be rerun with an increased

number of resamples B . The number of resamples
B needed to limit the length of a confidence

interval to a maximally tolerable value can be

pre-planned using the SAS macro %NBOOT [13]

available from the authors (Section 3.1).

The (1�/a )�/100%-confidence interval for P̂II0 is

computed by

[2f1�F(½DII0 ½=ŝ�II0 )g; 2f1�F(½DII0=ŝ
��
II?½)g] (2)

where

ŝII?� � ŝII?

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(B�1)=x2

B�1(1�a=2)

q
and

ŝ��
II?� ŝII?

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(B�1)=x2

B�1(a=2)

q (3)

are the upper and lower confidence limits for ŝII?;
respectively. Here, x2

v(a) denotes the a -quantile of

the x2 distribution with v degrees of freedom.

2.3. Adjustment for multiple comparisons

Since in a typical prognostic factor study all

prognostic factors or all groups of prognostic

factors would be compared, the global significance

level a will be violated. Adjustments for multiple

comparisons could be done by means of the
Bonferroni-Holm [14] method, which is efficient

if correlations between comparisons are weak and

the number of comparisons small. Since normality

can be assumed, we can make use of the more

efficient Tukey-Kramér [15] method, which is

based on the studentized range distribution. The

latter method has been implemented in our macros

and can optionally be applied.

2.4. Bias and monotone likelihood

Due to special conditions in a data set finite

maximum likelihood parameter estimates may not

exist because the likelihood is monotone in at least

one of the parameters. This breakdown of the

maximum likelihood method has been termed
monotone likelihood in Cox regression [16,17] or

separation in logistic regression (because of the

prognostic factor induced separation of events and

non-events that leads to monotone likelihood)

[18,19]. Monotone likelihood particularly occurs

in small samples with comparatively many esti-

mated parameters and/or high correlations of the

prognostic factors. Even if monotone likelihood
does not occur in the original sample it may affect

some of the bootstrap resamples [20].

Heinze and Schemper [17,19] showed that

monotone likelihood is primarily a problem of

small sample bias, and that the adaptation of a

particular bias correction method due to Firth

[21]guarantees finite and thus more accurate

parameter estimates. Of course, their method can
also be applied if separation is not present, simply

to reduce the bias of parameter estimates. %RE-

LIMPCR and %RELIMPLR both offer the option of

applying Firth’s bias correction.

2.5. Shrinkage

If a regression model is used to predict outcomes

in future cases, then the regression to the mean

effect implies that the future values of the response

variable tend to be closer to the overall mean than

might be expected from the predicted values. The

extent of this shrinkage is related to simple good-

ness-of-fit statistics of the original regression [22].

The predictive value of a Cox or logistic regression
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model can be increased if the m regression
coefficients related to the prognostic factors in

the model are multiplied by the shrinkage factor

g�(x2
m�m)=x2

m where x2
m is the model x2. In our

macros, shrinkage can be accounted for option-

ally.

3. Program description

3.1. Availability

The SAS macros %RELIMPCR, %RELIMPLR and

%NBOOT are freely available at http://www.akh-

wien.ac.at/imc/biometrie/relimp. A Technical Re-

port [13] describes in detail installation and usage

of the macros and can also be downloaded from

this site.

3.2. Macro options

The following macro parameters can be speci-

fied:

. VARLIST: names the variable(s) to be included

as prognostic factors in the model (can be left
blank if only candidate factors are to be

evaluated; no default). These variables consti-

tute the standard set S.

. CAND: names variable(s) that act as candidate

factors (no default). If variables are specified in

option CAND the macro will be run in

‘candidate-mode’, which means that marginal

PEV is computed for VARLIST and CAND
variables, and partial PEV is computed for

CAND variables as the proportion of variation

that can be explained additionally to the PEV

explained by all VARLIST variables together.

We have applied this mode in the example of

Section 4.1. If the CAND option is not used,

the macro will run in ‘total mode’. In this mode,

the macro will compute marginal and partial
PEV for all variables specified in VARLIST

and will compare marginal and partial PEV

statistically. This mode will be exemplified in

Section 4.2.

. GROUPS: specifies which variable belongs to

which group (use this option to define groups of

prognostic factors, do not use it otherwise). In

this option, a list of group numbers should be

given corresponding to the desired grouping of

factors specified in VARLIST (e.g.: varlist�/

age sex mark1 mark2, groups�/1 1 2 2; by

default, each prognostic factor is its own

group). The GROUPS option could be used

if, e.g. a group of ‘genetic’ factors is to be

compared with a group of ‘environmental’

factors in order to investigate whether genetic

or environmental influences have higher impact

on the survival of patients. Such an analysis is

exemplified in a Technical Report by the

authors [13].

. GNAMES: specifies a label for each group of

variables, e.g.: gnames�/environ genetic (no

default).

. CLASS: names categorical factors that appear

in VARLIST or CAND. These factors will

automatically be dummy-coded (no default).

. SHRINK: if set to 1, requests shrinking of

parameter estimates (default�/0).

. FIRTH: if set to 1, requests Firth-type bias

corrected parameter estimates (according to

Heinze and Schemper [17,19]; default�/0).

. CORRECTP: indicates whether P -values

should be corrected for multiple testing using

Tukey’s studentized range test (default�/0).

. NBOOT: specifies the number of bootstrap

resamples to compute standard errors

(default�/350). If NBOOT is set to 1, then no

comparisons will be performed and the macro

only computes marginal and partial PEV.

. CLP: the confidence level for confidence limits

of the P -value (default�/0.99). The macro will

automatically mark P -values whose confidence

limits include the significance level a (to be

defined in another macro option).

. HISTOGRAM: indicates whether histograms

of the bootstrapped values of DII0 should be

created (default�/0). Using this option, the

normality assumption can be graphically ver-

ified.

Further macro options specify the input data

set, the outcome variable, the censoring indicator

(only in %RELIMPCR), and the random number

seed.
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4. Examples

4.1. Breast cancer study

Latinovic et al. [23] present a comparison of the

prognostic relevance of three histological grading

methods in breast cancer. 292 unselected cases of

node positive breast cancer were subject to surgical

resection. The specimens were graded using the

methods by Elston et al. [24], by Helpap [25], by

Contesso et al. [26] using two variants, and by two

variants based on the mitotic counts. Latinovic et

al. investigated which of these candidate gradings

best improved explanation of variation in survival

Fig. 1. Output of % RELIMPCR for breast cancer study.
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times based on the known prognostic factors age,
tumor stage, menopausal status and HER-2 stain-

ing intensity. While they computed Schemper and

Henderson’s V measure [9] of explained variation

for all gradings, the question remains if the

observed differences in V are only due to chance

or not. Using our macro program, P -values for the

comparison of explained variation can be com-

puted. We decide to use a bootstrap sampling size
of B�/1459 to have high precision in the estima-

tion of the P-values (a 99% confidence interval of

a P -value of 0.05 would range from 0.04 to 0.062).

Our SAS data set ‘breast’ contains the variables

‘tevent’ (time from diagnosis to death or end of

follow-up), ‘status’ (censoring status of observa-

tion), ‘pt’ (tumor stage), ‘agegrp’ (age group;

coded as 1 if age�/60 and 0 else), ‘hercep’ (HER-
2 staining intensity, dichotomized to 1 and 0),

‘menopaus’ (menopausal status; 1 if patient is

post-menopausal, 0 else); ‘elston’, ‘contess1’,

‘contess2’, ‘helpap’, ‘mithpf1’, and

‘mithpf2’ denote the different grading methods.

The macro %RELIMPCR is called by submitting

%relimpcr(data�/breast, time�/te-
vent, cens�/status,
varlist�/pt agegrp hercep menopaus,
cand�/elston contess1 contess2

helpap mithpf1 mithpf2,
class�/elston contess1 hercep

mithpf1 mithpf2,
nboot�/1459, seed�/573948);
The variables elston, contess1, mithpf1,

mithpf2 and hercep denote categorical factors

with more than two levels. Therefore we have to

specify them in the class option. Figs. 1 and 2 show

the output of the SAS macro %RELIMPCR. First

we learn that the proportion of variation in

survival times that can be explained by prognostic

factors is very low. It is only 4.6% in this example.

In studies of survival this value typically ranges
between 10 and 35%. The proportion of 4.6% can

be increased by 4.4% if the grading method by

Elston is applied. All other grading methods lead

to lower improvements of explained variation. The

Elston method is significantly better than the

Contesso 1 and mitotic count variant 1 methods,

and the Helpap method. Comparing Contesso 1

and 2, we see that the second variant is relatively
more important for predicting survival than the

first. The same is true for the two mitotic count

methods. This may be due to the microscope used:

both Contesso 2 and mitotic 2 use a microscope

with a high power field (HPF) of 0.238 mm2, while

Contesso 1 and mitotic 1 use an HPF of 0.345

mm2. Fig. 2 shows the 99% confidence intervals

for the P -values.
While these results are quite interesting, one

may argue that since we were ‘looking for’

significant differences, the P -values should be

adjusted for multiple comparisons. Applying the

Tukey-Kramér method by specifying the option

‘correctp�/1’ in the macro call, none of the

comparisons reaches significance.

The results of the comparisons are depending on
the normal distribution of the differences of boot-

strapped angular transformed R2 values. The

assumption can be verified graphically by plotting

a histogram for each comparison. The graphical

check can be obtained automatically by specifying

the macro option ‘histogram�/1’.

4.2. Low birth weight study

The goal of this study was to identify risk

factors associated with giving birth to a low birth

weight baby (weighing B/2500 g). Data were

collected on 189 women, of which 59 had low

birth weight babies, and 130 had normal birth

weight babies. Risk factors, which were thought to

be of importance were age, weight of the mother at

her last menstrual period (LWD, dichotomized at
110 pounds), race (1�/white, 2�/black, 3�/other),

history of premature labor (PTD; 0�/none, 1�/at

least one), history of hypertension (HT; 1�/Yes,

0�/No), presence of uterine irritability (UI; 1�/

Yes, 0�/No), and smoking status during pregnacy

(SMOKE; 1�/Yes, 0�/No). Data were collected

at Baystate Medical Center, Springfield, Massa-

chusetts, during 1986, are given in Hosmer and
Lemeshow [27] and can be downloaded from

http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/�/statdata/data/.

Calling PROC LOGISTIC [4] we learn from the table

of odds ratio estimates and confidence limits (Fig.

3) that all factors have more or less significant

effects on birth weight. The model is significant
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with a model x2 of 37.1 at 8 degrees of freedom

(P B/0.0001).

Using the macro %RELIMPLR, we can compare

the importance of factors. A naive call of the

macro with 350 bootstrap replications will yield

some warning messages in the SAS log file saying

that maximum likelihood parameter estimates of

some bootstrap resamples may not exist. It is safer

to use Firth’s separation-proof bias correction

method, which has been included as option in

the macro although there is no separation in the

original data set. This is done by submitting the

macro call

%relimplr(data�/lowbwt, y�/low,
varlist�/age lwd race smoke ptd ht ui,

class�/race, nboot�/350, firth�/

1);
Fig. 4 shows the results of the analysis of

relative importance for this study. We learn that

the proportion of variation in individual birth

weight that can be explained by the prognostic

factors is rather low, only 18% (this should not be

confused with the goodness-of-fit , see e.g. [28]).
Furthermore, it is not possible to confirm statis-

tically that the importance of premature labor is

higher than the importance of any other prognos-

tic factor in a model for birth weight.

5. Concluding remarks

The relative importance of prognostic factors in

regression models can neither be addressed by P -

values nor by estimates of regression parameters

that depend on the scales of measurement of

prognostic factors. It can be described in terms

of explained variation and standardized regression

coefficients. Both lead to similar results for con-
tinuous or dichotomous factors. However, if

qualitative and quantitative factors or groups of

factors are compared then explained variation is

better, as the effect of any factor or group of

factors can be characterized by a single number;

this is not possible with regression coefficients.

Fig. 2. Output of % RELIMPCR for breast cancer study (contd.)

Fig. 3. Odds ratio estimates from PROC LOGISTIC for the low

birth weight study.
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Therefore only explained variation has been con-

sidered here.

Evaluation of explained variation requires that a

properly specified regression model has been

obtained. In many applications the mechanisms

influencing outcome may be too complex to be

summarized by a model containing main effects

only. In such cases it is possible to estimate

explained variation for interaction effects, non-

linear effects or time-dependent effects. If such

effects become dominant, for example with quali-

tative or strong quantitative interactions, then, as

with conventional analysis, evaluation of ex-

plained variation by subgroups may be indicated.

Occasionally, in particular with highly correlated

and/or interacting factors, it makes sense to

evaluate explained variation for groups of such

factors or for an aggregated factor, constructed

from others.

The programs presented produce estimates of

marginal and of partial explained variation for

each of a set of prognostic factors considered. If

such factors are correlated then marginal and

partial explained variation will differ in the same

way as marginal and partial parameter estimates

or P -values will differ. There is no general

preference towards the marginal or partial impor-

tance of factors, the former giving the apparent

importance, without adjustments, the latter artifi-

cially keeping constant the effect of other factors.

Depending on the reasons for associations among

prognostic factors either marginal or partial im-

Fig. 4. Output of % RELIMPLR for the low birth weight study.
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portance may be more relevant in certain applica-
tions.

Investigation of the relative importance of

prognostic factors is primarily of interest to

samples, representative for a well-defined target

population. In designed experiments the relative

importance of a factor may depend on the

particular choice of its levels.

The concepts of relative importance and of
explained variation have a long tradition with

linear, normal error models. Though similarly

useful and intuitive for logistic and Cox regression,

applicability has been limited by missing powerful

computer implementations. These have now been

presented and made available.
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